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Q New Products
RUBIO MONOCOAT’s applicator set comes with
one applicator handle and ﬁve 4-by-6-inch white
applicator pads designed for
the manual application of
the company’s oils. The
handle easily accepts
replaceable applicator
pads, and the pads
are cost-effective and
result in minimal
product waste, the
company says.

rubiomonocoat.com

HARO’s Corkett Arteo XL cork ﬂoors now
come in several designs that embrace the
“shabby chic” trend, the company says.
Three new designs include Shabby Oak
White, Shabby Oak Invisible and Shabby
Oak Grey. The cork ﬂoors are designed to
be warm underfoot, durable and soundinsulating, the company adds.

haro.com

SCHÖNOX’s AP Rapid and AP Rapid Plus selfleveling compounds combine
the beneﬁts of cement and
synthetic gypsum-based
materials for a quicker dry
and curing time, the company
says. The new Hybrid Active
Dry Technology also allows for
prompt strength development
and reduced shrinkage and
expansion, the company adds.

EBI ELECTRIC’s Dry
Kiln Duty Motor
is UL-recognized
for up to 248
degrees
Fahrenheit
and is
designed
to
withstand
the harsh
conditions imposed by
lumber dry kilns, the
company says. It is available in
NEMA and IEC frames and comes
with a three-year warranty.

ebielectric.com

hpsubﬂoors.com

FESTOOL USA’s Diamond Saw Blade
for the TS55 REQ and TSC 55 REB track
saws provides a portable, near-dust free
precision cut, the company says. The
blade was designed for cutting gypsum
bonded chipboard and ﬁberboard
materials.

UZIN’s NC 110 Premium
Self Leveling Compound is
a synthetic gypsum-based
leveling compound with an
improved hydration process
that allows for installation
after 20 hours, the company
says. The formulation
provides a solid and durable
ﬁnish over difﬁcult substrates
and contributes to LEED V4,
the company adds.

HAVWOODS INTERNATIONAL’s
Sandford plank is made from
reclaimed wood and features rustic
shades of red, white and blue. The
planks come in a length of 47¼
inches, a width of 4¾ inches and a
thickness of ½ inch.

havwoodsusa.com

uzin.us

festoolusa.com

DRITAC FLOORING PRODUCTS LLC’s MCS 7000 “green”
concrete moisture control system reduces the rate of moisture vapor
emissions up to 100 percent RH and 25 pounds, the company says.
It is easy to mix and allows for same-day installations with a six-hour
p y adds.
cure time, the company

dritac.com

WATERLOX’s new Build Your Own Sample Kit allows
customers to create different combinations of 2-ounce
Waterlox Original, Marine and TrueTone sealers, stains and
ﬁnishes. The kit is designed to allow users to test ﬁnishes
and complete small projects, the company says.

waterlox.com
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